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WARS IN THE STARS 

 

Heart wounded and scarred 

Feelings charred, soul dark like tar 

Wishing on a star 

The pain goes far 

End the spars, come as you are 

Find love, among my stars  
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UNTITLED 

An Ode to Words 

 

Words, I love you… 

Even though you hurt me sometimes…you heal me too 

Yes you make me cry, but I’m happy again when you make me laugh 

You confuse and clarify me and for that I’m grateful 

Thank you for allowing me to express myself through you in unlimited ways 
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COSMIC BABES 

 

 

The milky way is my ocean 

The stars align as my school of fish 

We swim with the constellations along the sky 

I orbit around the Sun for its warmth 

Then come up for air to bask in the Moon’s cool light 

Gravity has no hold of me 

As the solar system frees my soul 

 

All hail Taureena, Lunar Mermaid 
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DARK 

 

Mentally ill 

Fighting the will 

To leave what’s real 

For peaceful still 

 

Emotionally sick 

Fighting the kick 

To leave so quick 

With just one stick 

 

Physically drained 

Fight the brain 

To leave this pain 

Where torture remains 
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FIELD OF FLOWERS 

 

Tears flow like a shower 

Weakened so I cower 

 

Down to the last hour 

Must fight and overpower 

 

Stand tall like a tower 

Rise high with new power 

 

Watch the pain blossom into FLOWERS 
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MASTERPIECE 

 

I can be your new canvas 

Sharpen your pencil, draw me with respect 

See me as your new vision 

Clean your brushes, color me with your love 

Frame me with your heart 

I’m your Masterpiece 

Cherish my Art 
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RAMPAGE 

 

 

I’M A RAMPAGE 

STORM FULL OF RAGE 

DARK LIKE A PLAGUE 

FORCE CAN’T BE TAMED 

 

WATCH ME RAMPAGE 

I SET A VENGEFUL BLAZE 

FLAMES BURN WITH CRAZE 

FRY YOU IN A HAZE 

 

CALL ME RAMPAGE 

GONE IN THE BRAIN 

ENDED UP INSANE 

NOW LIFE KEEPS ME CHAINED 
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ROLLERCOASTER OF LIFE 

 

 

This ride I’m on called <LIFE> has hit me with so many twists and turns, plenty of free falls, and 

endless loops. 

At times I wanted to unbuckle my belt and jump off this ride… 

But most times I hold on tight to endure the thrills and spills, stomach drops, and dizzy spells.  

I can’t ride this ride again once it’s over, so I better enjoy it while I CAN. 

I WILL. 

I throw my hands up and scream as I take the next dive on this <ROLLERCOASTER OF LIFE> 
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SIX 

 

Ode to my legs 

My stems 

My stilts 

 

Call me Lady Long Legs 

Glamazon 

 

YOUR ROYAL HEIGHTNESS 

 

I once was ashamed, but now 

 

I stand TALL 

I walk MIGHTY 

I dance PROUD 

 

I’m SIX bitch 
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SPIN CYCLE 

 

She suppresses the pain to avoid scrutiny from those who can’t understand and those who 

pretend to not understand as they suppress their pain to avoid scrutiny from those who can’t 

understand. 

 

Did I lose you? 

 

I’m lost too… 

 


